
The Swing Door fits well to different scenes.
- store ･ restaurant ･ beauty salon ･ office ･ hospital & etc - 

■The smart design with no hinge and grip.
■A color can be selected from a plenty of sheet variation which enables to 
   make various representation at the door opening.
■Fusion of the function and design, with the acrylic vertical window in entire span 
   and the aluminum pole.

We were particular about not only the design but also safety.
- the door can be used safely even at a site where children go in and out frequently -

■Can check safeness before open the door as it is possible to see opposite 
   side of the door through the window.
■Acrylic material is used for the window.  It is hard to be scratched 
   and no need to concern about breakage like glass.  
■Fitted cushion gaskets into the door edges, both in open side 
   and frame side, to prevent fingers from getting catch in gaps 
   between the door and frame.

The Smart Swing Door remains the feeling of comfortable 
use and the stable quality,
- because it succeeds the construction of UNIFLOW Swing Door 
that has the achievement in more than �� years -

■This eco door opens with a light touch only and close automatically. 
■Simple construction and maintenance free. 

Opening dimensions W 
                         (width)

Opening dimensions H
                       (height)

Thickness of door

Single door: ��� ～ ���� mm  /  
Double doors: ��� ～ ���� mm

���� ～ ���� mm

�� mm

Colored steel plate (ivory color), t. �.� mm

Paper made core

Acrylic (hard coated), t. �� mm

Surface material

Core material

Window material

Specifications

●Color variety  (with different kinds of sheets)
※Please contact us if you have any questions about other options or anything to learn.

Specifications

Option

Features
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Colored sheet (film) finger pinch
prevention packing

Acrylic
Transparent 
window

Specifications

Swing door, with a focus on design,
 is safe and easy to use.

Available in a variety of colors
 to suit every situation.



Construction example

【Commercial Facilities】
Compartment door  between 
the backyard and the store

【Commercial Facilities】
Compartment door in 
the front room of the washroom

Variations (optional)

【Restaurant】
 Compartment door between
 hall and kitchen

Other options（Single・Double door）

※Please pay attention 
to the other side of the door.

Windowless Bumper strip type DCircular window

※Circular windows
are custom-made.

Color options（Single・Double door）

Colored sheet
（unicolor, wood grain, etc.）

Lock (single door only)

Windowless door 
plus door lock
※Windows and aluminum poles 

will not be installed
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